One of the vessels on display at the
Sydney Working with Wood Show
– Photograph by the editor
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Scuttlebutt

Vice Presidents Report

Ross McLean

Well the working with wood show has only just come and gone, and
already our editor requires a full account of the goings on.
Perhaps the most humbling experience, was being told by four of the
most important people at the show, that they only wished everyone else
could be as cooperative as the Wooden Boat Assocociation members.
These were the Floor Manager, Stefan, of Impressive Exhibitions, Rick of
Impressive Exhibitions, Olympic Park Event Manager, Tony and the head
of the show Security team, who reckons we are ‘living the dream.’

On the Friday, we were well
staffed during the invasion of
the Schoolies, and several
questions for them were
directed at our stand. After
lunch the crowds thinned, but
the schools apparently helped
over-all attendance that day.
For Saturday, and Sunday, the
numbers looked down, but we
have no way of knowing until
the final ticket sales reach us.
Both John Wagemans’ boat
and mine had sails up, with
Buccaneer sporting all manor
of flags. There was a lot of interest in all the boats, so it is hard to say
which was looked at, and fondled most. Dave’s cabin cruiser and John
and Susan’s speedboat were certainly popular, as was Phil’s putt putt,
with all of Kevin’s boats receiving a good crowd.
By Sunday afternoon, we were all ready to go home, and we were
guaranteed the back door would be open at 1630 hours, just 30 mins
after closing. This helped everyone get in with their cars, and hook up and
go.

But before I begin to describe the event, let me firstly thank those that
brought their boats along from as far a field as the Central Coast, and
Campbelltown, and the numerous volunteers who gave up valuable
weekend time to man the stand.











Tony Curtis – his 7’-6” dinghy + steaming gear, (and much
banging);
Susan & John Dikeman – a 16 foot by 6 foot wide clear finished
speed boat;
Kevin Isle – a 12 foot clear finished, strip planked, rowing dinghy
with Seagull outboard, 6 foot long clear finished dinghy and 2
model sailing bugs, a 1 footer and a 2 footer;
Chris and Wal McCadames, brought along a 13 foot speed skiff, still
needs steering gear, and motor, and later purchased by Brank.
John Wagemans – brought his 40th boat a 7’10” sailing, rowing skiff
and a Seagull motor on a stand;
Heather & Phil Turvey – a 14’-6” putt putt launch still being built
plus a slide show of work done to date and of course The WBA
Shed, with it all somehow fitting on one trailer;
Dave Pagano and family had their 23 foot long, clear finished, cabin
cruiser at the show;
Dave Giddings (Drive Marine) – with a team of 2 to demonstrate,
stitch and glue construction on a 6 foot dinghy,

and of course, my own vessel, Buccaneer. I also brought along for added
interest a U.S. pond boat, and the 1st Tank Test model of Gretel, from
America’s cup fame, which was discarded by the Architect as not being
good enough. I only threw them in at the last moment since Kevin had
offered to bring his bugs along, and as it turned out, there was almost as
much interest in the models as in the full sized boats.
The WBA Shed looked resplendent, now that it has a lick of paint, and a
privacy wall as well. This meant out goods and personal effects were safe
from itchy fingers. Our list of volunteers, in alphabetical order were –
Christopher Arnold, Colman Chan, Keith Cole, Tony Curtis, Susan & John
Dikeman, Chris & George Gear, Chris Goddard, Kevin Isle, Marilyn & Allan
Jones, Chris & Wal MacAdams, Sally Ostlund, Dave Pagano & Family,
Graeme Proctor, Gale & Peter Smith, Alan Stannard, Simon Riddell, Don
Roberts, Ken Travers, Heather & Phil Turvey, John Wagemans, Jim Willett
& Brank Young. I should point out that Kevin Isle is not yet a member, but
someone I cornered at the Lake Macquarie Classic Boat Fest, but we are
working on him.
We had eight new members sign up with two past members re-joining.
Set-up went well with several boats arriving early, which was a great help
for me in the setting out and planing department. Although Dave Pagano
had some problems with flat tyres, but managed to get there in the end.
Several wood exhibitors had pulled out, so we were able to expand a
little, and help the organisers fill up the space. Impressive Exhibitions also
took out an ad for the show in Scuttlebutt, which defrayed some of the
Associations’club’s expenses too.
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Phil supervised the shed dismantling exercise, with a cast of thousands. I
don’t know about the others, but I left second last, with Phil being last out
at about 1745 hours, and I reached The Shire at 1830 hours, which I think
is a record for me.
I believe our members enjoyed the show, and many managed to buy a
thing or two, as well.
Well that’s it for this year, and they definitely want us back for next year’s
show.
Cheers,
Ross

On the Front Cover
An impeccable 12 foot, clear finished, strip
planked, rowing dinghy with a classic
British Seagull outboard motor fitted,
produced by Kevin Isle.
The build
quality was
excellent
with an exceptional paint and
varnish finish.
British Seagull was a manufacturer
of two-stroke outboard engines
from the early 1930s until the mid1990s. The company went out of
business due to the motor design
not being able to keep up with
more modern boat engines and
increasingly
tight
emissions
regulations.
British Seagull no
longer produces new engines but
still operates for parts.

John Wagerman trusted
nobody and secured his
oars and rowlocks with
locks on his Huon pine
skiff!

THE CAIRNS REPORT
from Chris Dicker
I am what they call a sole trader; I work for myself without having formed
a company. I was a truck driver for most of my working life until I laid a
teak deck on an
old
Clipper
when I should
have
been
working
on
Westwind. When
the owner saw
my work he
wondered if I
had
actually
done the job
myself. It was
the first boat job
I ever did for
pay so I took a
long time over it and only put down about half of my hours. He was not
such a generous fellow but he was generous enough to say that I should
not be driving trucks. Subsequently I stopped driving trucks and spent
four months on and off working on his boat. At 50 years of age I began a
totally new and undreamed of career.
Recently, on the boat right next to us in Blue Water Marina, there was a
chap that was going to revarnish about 11 square metres of teak bulwark
capping. A shipwright had advised him to use just straight Penatrol and
he had gone ahead and bought four litres of the stuff.
Penatrol is a very good product to add to oil based paint and varnish but
after putting copious layers on our teak cockpit trim and watching it
disappear over about a 6 week period I cannot recommend it as a sole
coating.
Coincidently this boat is also a Clipper and was one of the boats in the

varnish I have used and the results are spectacular. I thank our good
editor very much for his expert advice and the helpful advice and prompt
delivery from the supplier, Qumont in Sydney. The application is not
rocket science, if you are good at applying paint, you can put Coelan on.
The real results will not be known for several years but both the owner
and I are very pleased.
See? Talking about wooden boat stuff is really boring. I applaud Brian
Hunter for breaking out and sending some magnificent photos of his
wanderings. Having said that, Peter& Gayle Smith and Wayfarer are the
meat in our sandwich and what they are doing is admirable. The fact that
they have at least two other maritime projects going at the same time is
remarkable. I am sure there would be a Centrelink help line they could
phone without fear of incarceration or perhaps our in house councillor
could talk them down. I feel sure they are not dangerous. Still, approach
with care.
As I write we are anchored off Fitzroy Island. It is Cairns show long
weekend so it is raining. The high peeks are shrouded in mist and there is
a regular march of showers. On the mainland
the cane cutting is in full swing and though
they don’t burn the cane any more they often
burn the stubble after the harvest so there is
still some ash floating around. The cane is
often left for two years before it is harvested
so quite an eco system has developed during
that time. The predatory birds know where
there are easy pickings and they are
constantly carting of small animals such as
rats and snakes as the harvester goes through.
The old cane cutters must have had a jolly
time and not so long ago.
Well the rain cleared away altogether and we
decided to stay another day at Fitzroy. I had a
good look at Westwinds hull in the clear water
and scrubbed her propeller. The water temp is
around 24 degrees, two degrees less than the
air temp.

big pile that ended up on the shore at Hinchinbrook after Cyclone Yasi. It
was rebuilt to a very high standard at a cost of $150,000. These Clippers
come out of the factory with their brightwork gleaming with international
spar varnish, which looks fabulous for a year then goes the way of most
varnishes. The remnants of spar varnish were stripped off and laboriously
replaced with Sikens, which looked like brown paint and after a year, very
dull brown paint. The owner of the Clipper also owned the Tully Hotel and
a cattle property and he asked me if I could recommend something
better. Though I had never used Coelan I have seen very good results so
I suggested he try that. Were we to walk into a shop in Germany we
could buy a litre of Coelan primer and three litres of the clear coating for
$312.00. Here in Australia it is more than double that. If it lasts for say 5
years it is still good value. I put six coats on and all except for one coat, I
thinned every coat. I liken the product unthinned to pulling on a silk
stocking, not that I often wear silk stockings!! It is totally unlike any

Raffle Prize Winners

Pictured are the two winners of
our July meeting raffle with John
Dikeman.
1st prize: Ken Travers
and
2nd prize: Betty Gossell
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Sydney to Hobart 2013 for the Wooden Boat Festival
by Carol Hughes
Continued from last month

Lyndenne is a Huon pine ex cray fishing vessel that Tom Hughes purchased
about 6 years ago in Tasmania, refitted in Launceston and voyaged to its new
home in Broken Bay. The wet well was converted into accommodation making
this a comfortable live-aboard cruising vessel. Length 14.6 m x Beam 3.6 m.
Fitted with a 72 hp 5LW Gardner diesel.
Crew for this trip was Tom Hughes, Carol Hughes, David Hughes & Ken Travers

Friday 11th January
We took a taxi back to the boat and Tom and Ken went on to visit Marine
Rescue. I sat on the wharf in the shade for a couple of hours till Tom and Ken
came back. The tide was coming in and it was much easier to get aboard.
Now 7pm David, Tom and Ken chatted to Tim on White Spirit swapping stories
about yachts dragging anchors on NYE in Sydney Harbour.
We will spend tonight here and if the weather changes could put an anchor
out or move over the other side of the bay if the southerly comes through.
Since writing this we have heard some horrific stories about southerlies
blowing in and boats caught at the wharf unable to get out. I saw a photo of
the waves crashing against the wharf – not a place to be. Everyone runs for
cover to the other side of the bay in the lee of Mt. Imlay when the southerly
hits – they call it ‘the Eden two step’.
There is a resident seal in the bay, probably is very well fed from the fishing
boats here. David went to Snug Cove Café at 7.30pm to get some fish and
chips to have with the prawns. The café was packed. He returned at 8.35pm.
The order was wrong and he was overcharged so he stormed off to sort out
the problem.

Saturday 12th January 2013.
I got off the boat quite easily at high tide and headed for the showers – still
cold water but enjoyable. Fishing boats arriving and departing; fishing wharf –
very busy. Southerly blowing.
Maximum temperature today 23° and sunny. Listening to daily weather
forecasts and hoping to find a weather window for departure on Monday
straight for Hobart not calling in to Deal Island as originally planned, but now
having to go right around Tasman Peninsula as Dunalley/Denison Canal closed
due to horrific bushfire damage.
I watched Shira from Launceston arrive and unload about 100 crates of fish for
Sydney Markets. Two people on the back of the truck, two on the deck of the
fishing boat and one in the hold. The hooks were lowered from the truck to
the deck, down the hold, crate hooked on and up to the deck where it was
swung out and hauled up to the truck. All done in a very fluid motion,
amazing to watch as they settled into a good rhythm and the truck was loaded
very quickly.

wharf for showers and access to the shops. Cooler this morning, calm at the
wharf and light rain. High tide so very easy access from boat to wharf. Even
Tom baulked at climbing off the boat yesterday when the tide was low. Tim
and Tom discussed the weather situation with a fisherman – not enough wind
to put out a match. Tim checked Roger Badham’s forecast on our computer
and decided to head for Gabo Is. and shelter on north side at night waiting for
weather window to Melbourne.
White Spirit departed at 12.15pm for Gabo. He radioed back later saying ‘sea
calm, continuing on to Gabo’. Another southerly is expected tonight but at
the moment still calm and light rain. Tom, David and Ken are trying to sort out
a computer problem – not receiving emails. I watched Shira and Melissa
unload their catch. Shira required 2 trucks. Listened to howling wind all night,
my back aching and cramping. I think I am a bit tense thinking about our
departure tomorrow.

Monday 14th January 2013
Up at 6am. Breakfasts, stowing away, awning down, washing up and setting
off from Eden at 7.45am bound for Hobart. So glad to be on our way again,
Sunny morning, cool 14°, barometer 1021, cloudy in the west, visibility clear.
Logged on as we left. Course 080, SW wind about 20kt, speed 6.8 kts. Marine
Rescue Eden advised us to call Marine Rescue Tamar on 16 or 73 at 1930.
We put the jib up at 8.20am – now doing 7.5kts. Plenty of albatross flying
about. Looks like rain up ahead – sky black. Several fishing boats out. Just
before 9am it started to rain. We heard White Spirit on the radio heading for
Melbourne ETA 16th January. Rain only lasted 3 minutes, looking brighter
already.
We are travelling along the 50m line, calmer than farther out. Seems to be
raining out to sea - farther east. Steering 150° SE at 9am dropped back to
7knots. AIS now losing connectivity after only about 5 minutes leave it turned
on but disconnected from laptop and use “old” GPS “Dongle” which retained
connectivity and chart plotter on laptop worked well.
Jib down, Tom put up mizzen as steadying sail, sea becoming short and steep,
not too bad at the moment. We can see Green Cape Lighthouse. Fairly
comfortable SE swells 1m, wind SW 15-20 knots. We reduced speed as swells
are becoming shorter and steeper.
At 10am White Spirit rang. They had had a rolly night behind Gabo Island and
now are west of Gabo on course for Wilson’s Promontory – conditions easing.
Lots of spray coming over the bow. Tom trying to video. We are steering due
south 180°. Sky clearing to the south. Great bunches of seaweed in the water;
some are the size of small motor cars. Barometer steady. White caps, plenty

The wind was getting stronger from the south howling through the rigging. It
is on the nose and we are rocking gently but quite comfortable. It seems that
a lot of boats are planning to leave early Monday morning. Tom now doing
some chart work and calculations, David on phone and internet, Ken on
computer and phone. We are on shore power.
After dinner, we decided to join the other boats across the bay on the
sheltered southern shore as a fresh southerly was predicted to arrive during
the night. Besides French Toast” with Two to Tango, Damische Ridda, Nightfly
(Dutch), Nicone and several others – calm and quiet.

Gabo Island

Sunday 13th January 2013

of spray, couple of green ones over the bow – holding on.

Still at Eden. Spent a very calm night on the south side and came back to the

At 11.15am Marine Rescue Eden has cancelled strong wind warnings. Yacht in

THIS YEAR 2013
August 13
September 10
October 8
Sunday 13 October
November 1st - 3rd
November 2nd & 3rd
November 12
December 10

— — ON THE HORIZON — —
WBA meeting – Guest speaker John Diacopoulos ‘From Workboat to Day boat’.
WBA meeting – Tom Hughes, Knot your usual lecture
WBA meeting – Guest speaker, Peter Kershaw ‘Rebuilding of the UTIEKAH II’
SASC Gaffer’s Day ‘A Rally on Sydney Harbour for Classic Yachts and Yachts which Hoist a Spar’
Narooma BoatsAfloat Festival
Timber Boat Festival, RMYC, Pittwater. http://www.royalmotor.com.au/
WBA meeting – Annual General Meeting
WBA meeting – Hal Harpur Award winner/end of year dinner 2013.

NEXT YEAR 2014
January 14
February 11
March 11
March 6-March 9th
April 19-20
May 13
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WBA Meeting
WBA Meeting
WBA Meeting
Royal Geelong Yacht Club’s Wooden Boat Festival
Lake Macquarie Classic Boatfest, Toronto. http://www.classicboatfest.com.au
WBA meeting - Guest speaker, John Wood ‘Formation of the WBA of NSW’.

the distance heading E is French Toast hoping to get to Wilson’s Promontory
about 8pm. French Toast called, has us on AIS but cannot see us. We can see
Gabo Lighthouse now.
French Toast sailed quite close to us hoping to clear Gabo Island but realising
that he wasn’t going to clear the Island, tacked away to the SE and I watched
her disappear to the horizon very quickly.
We called Marine Rescue at 1pm to advise we were off Gabo Island. Seas 2-3
metres – now in Victorian waters. Ken went aft to adjust the mizzen.
Victorian coastline fading away to the west of us as we head due south at 6
knots. Tom went below for a rest. Ken now on the wheel. French Toast called
us and wished us a safe journey to Hobart. She then tried to contact White
Spirit but no reply.
Seas not abating yet. Tom back on the wheel – ship on the starboard bow
passed astern of us heading E – far too close in this vast sea. Visibility is good
but sea confused to 3.5m. Another ship on the starboard bow passed astern
of us heading W.
Something on wheelhouse roof sliding about – main sheet shackle. Boat
pitching and lurching. Tom reached up and retrieved it and stowed it in aft
locker. We should be out of the shipping lanes now but at 7pm another ship
off starboard bow heading NE passed astern of us, Lat. 38°06.3’ Long 149°48.5’
We tried to contact Sea Rescue Tamar but unsuccessful – will try again 0800
tomorrow. The sea is starting to settle. Tom and I went down to the cabin
about 8pm to try to sleep. He drifted off right away but not me. Thank
goodness we have the lee cloths. We came up to the wheelhouse at 10pm
with biscuits and cheese. Ken went down to the cabin to sleep, David settled
down on cushions on the wheelhouse floor which was warmed by the engine.
Tom took the first hour at the wheel, I took the second.
th

Tuesday 15 January 2013
Tom took the wheel for another hour, then went down to the cabin for a sleep.
David took the next hour and I followed. The stars were magnificent. I have
never seen the whole sky to the sea filled with stars. Steering 190° in the
blackness of the night, the sea was calm, hearing the sound of the boat as she
moved through the water and keeping certain stars in my line of sight, I could
see how the early sailors used the stars to navigate. It was all so fascinating –
a very special time. I hope I will never forget such a wonderful experience.
The sun will be up soon. Sea is calm, no wind. David plotted our course and
found we were ahead about 12 miles making good time overnight. Course
altered slightly to 185. We should get to Cape Barron Lighthouse about 9pm.
Sun now up at 5.50am.
Hoisted jib, with pole for light airs. Course now 180°. Put new tell-tales up for
light breezes. Tried HF radio for Tamar Rescue. Eventually talked to Brisbane
radio who will relay message to Tamar Rescue. By 8.50am we were on same
latitude as Outer Sister, north of Flinders Island. Tom on the wheel at 9.30am
and David took jib down – no wind. Ken resting. Take mizzen down. By 12
noon the wind was NNW and jib hoisted. See land to the west – probably
Cape Barron Island. Ken is back in wheelhouse now.
12 noon sched on HF; Two to Tango off Gabo and Nicone was about 5 miles
astern heading for Wilson’s Promontory.
Destination Two to Tango
Melbourne, “Nicone” Hobart. Flinders and Cape Barron Island to the west.

Entering Wineglass Bay
Bay. Tall granite cliffs vertical to the sea on both sides called ‘The Hazards’
opened up to a crescent shaped bay, white sand and turquoise water. At 8 am
(48 hours from Eden) we anchored in 4 metres of water on sand. A Bennett’s’
wallaby watched us and several Pacific Gulls rested on the sand. There were 3
yachts in the bay and several people appeared on the beach from the resort
tucked in behind the sand dunes.
We had breakfast in comfort at anchor, and at 9.30am reluctantly left Wine
Glass Bay as mist descended over The Hazards. Sea eagles flew overhead.
South of Wine Glass Bay the mist covered the peaks of the vertical cliffs of
huge granite boulders and low scrub so we headed out to the 100 metre line.
White albatross were everywhere swooping low around the boat. SE choppy
seas steering 170º we passed Schouten Island Passage where we anchored 4
years ago on the way to Hobart for the Wooden Boat Festival 2009.
I finished the 11am log and was just dozing until we fell off a wave. That woke
me up and David is now on the wheel. He dropped the revs back for a more
comfortable ride. Tom came back on the wheel as we saw Maria Island in the
distance. Lots of shearwaters flying about as we travelled down the east side
of Maria Island.
David told me that last night I was dozing, woke up, turned on the red light
and looked at the log, then went back to sleep with the pen in my hand. I
think I was pretty useless at that stage but I do remember trying to keep an
accurate hourly log.
As we got close to Maria Island, after passing White Rock, (“Ile des Phoques”)
the swell and chop was rising. Here we go again!! A sudden roll and the
computer mouse nearly abandoned ship. Tom slept on. Ken is back in the
wheelhouse. Maria Island is still on starboard side. We are making very slow
progress. It’s going to be a long day.
Just finished 3pm log. Eventually had to go below for comfort stop. I haven’t

Tom and David hoisted white main as wind was freshening and white caps
appearing. We are now in the ‘roaring forties’ 40°18,5’S 149°4’E. Hobart
Rescue was given details of our position. We will call again at 2000 hours. A
large pod of dolphins came to the bow and stayed about 10 minutes. The
wind is freshening; boat speed nearly 8 knots. We are hoping to make
Eddystone Light by 8pm. At 4pm entry in log ‘surfing’. David is chart plotting.
He anticipates being off St. Helens by dark (9pm).
We took the white main down under difficult conditions – short, steep chop to
1½ metres and altered course to 190° to move closer to eastern shore of
Tasmania for more protection experiencing some 40° rolls but getting closer
to coast by 7pm. At 7.30pm sighted Eddystone Point. Description of sea in
log book for 8pm report ‘uncomfortable’ was definitely understated but I
noted a beautiful ‘mackerel sky’. At 8.40pm Tasmanian coast clearly visible in
front. Seas easing slightly, Sun will set in ½ hour.
Ken wants to take a photo of sunset. “Is any water coming in on your side
David?” As spray hits the door. All laugh which breaks the tension. Lots of
red in the sky – sailors delight!!! As we roll again. Have another piece of
liquorice. The moon is only a small sliver and will be gone in a couple of
hours. It is twilight now and still a way to go.
9.30pm David just plotted our course – 2 hours to go to 50m line. David just
went out on deck and took in jib and is now sitting on wheelhouse floor trying
to get warm. Ken gone to bed, Tom at helm. Seas are noticeably calmer, still
on course for 50m line.
At 2am I was persuaded to go below for some decent sleep. I fell into the
bunk under my ‘love of the sea’ quilt with lee cloths up, but it seemed to be a
long time before I found rest.
Wednesday 16th January 2013
I woke up this morning feeling totally grotty and in need of a hot shower but
up on deck the scene took my breath away as we steamed into Wine Glass

Cape Pillar
had much to drink because it is too difficult to get to the toilet. I decided to
have a hydrolyte before I got into trouble from lack of fluids. I feel as though I
am in a washing machine and hydrolyte nearly taken in through the nose as
the boat rolls about. David and I were both laughing as we got back to the
wheelhouse which was marginally more comfortable. I took the wheel for a
couple of hours. My energy was spent. I recall taking a big gasp as we slid
down a very steep wave. It was difficult to maintain course sometimes and
revs were dropped back to give a more comfortable ride. Lots of spray over
the bow and some green water.
By 7pm the sea was settling down a bit, wind had dropped and we hoped to
make Tasman Island by nightfall. David caught up on a little sleep on the
warm floor with a couple of pillows under his head. By 7.45pm the seas had
moderated to long low swells.
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As we ate dinner a large pod of dolphins appeared off Hyppolyte Rocks and
Tasman Island. We could see them coming from a great distance, so many of
them. They stayed with us for 15 minutes. Coming to the end of a very tiring
day we had fruitcake and custard to celebrate Ken’s 70th birthday and he was
pleased that he had had breakfast in Wine Glass Bay as well.
Seals off Tasman Island as the sun sets. David was doing a sterling job
bringing our meals to the wheelhouse from the cabin in an esky. He took
some oranges out of the esky still in their net bag which was open at one end.
When he returned to the cabin with the empty esky he found oranges in every
corner of the cabin even tucked in behind the stairs.
Tom chose to head in through the passage to the North of Tasman Island as it
seemed safe and was still daylight. The minimum charted depth was 7 metres,
so deep enough if the sea is calm. As we passed through, the sun was just
going down over the horizon in a ball of fire right on the bow. Absolutely
spectacular, with high cliffs on both sides. The sea had been easing to about 1
metre swell from the south east, but as we came out of the narrow passage we
entered a ‘washing machine’ with waves to probably 3 metres with no
direction, short and steep, bouncing back off the cliffs at every possible angle.
Then it got dark! Nine miles to go to Cape Raoul, so we pitched and rolled
uncomfortably for an hour and a half till we could change course to the north.
As we came around, the motion eased with the seas more astern, and as we
neared Wedge Bay the seas abated altogether. We navigated around Wedge
Island by chart plotter and dropped anchor in Wedge Bay off Nubeena.

Thursday 17th January 2013
Waking up in Wedge Bay we saw a similar boat No. T46, we are/were No. T22.
Nubeena - quiet little fishing village, no one around. Later we found out they
had seen us in the bay- we were recognised! After breakfast we headed off for
Hobart hoping to be there by 1pm. David’s flight home tomorrow was
confirmed by text and he organised my flight home and shuttle for Sunday.
We arrived at Franklin Wharf at 1pm, we will be moving into Constitution Dock
later. Our moving was delayed as the bridge can’t be opened over 25°.
At 7.30pm the bridge to Constitution Dock opened. Green light for yacht
coming out and then green light for us going in. Lots of people lined up on
both sides of the bridge to take photos as we came through. We are now
settled in Constitution Dock by a most convenient ladder. Tom went off to
talk to the owner of a 75 year old yacht tied up behind us. They also have a
live-aboard black cat.
The sun has set. It’s 9pm. There is no wind and Constitution Dock is a mirror
reflecting everything on and around it. It is serene. It was after 11pm before I
fell into bed.
th

Friday 18 January 2013
After breakfast I got stuck into some housekeeping since a rain squall had
discouraged me from heading off to the showers and the laundry. At 9.30am
the rain stopped so Tom and Ken went off to Maritime to pick up their
package for the Wooden Boat Festival. While Tom was away I had a visit from
Tony Hitchen’s brother. Tony was a previous owner of “Lyndenne” and an
abalone fisherman. Tom will see them both later as they unload their catch at
Victoria Dock. Then I had a visit from Gus, who lives on a Fisher 32 (a
fibreglass yacht) called “Storm Fisher” in Hobart. He saw our Wooden Boat
Association Flag and wanted to chat. He had made 27 Bass Strait crossings
and had always owned wooden boats until his current one. He used to live in
Hornsby, came to Hobart to house-sit one winter, loved it and now lives in
Hobart permanently. He also told me of his terrifying experience at Eden
when a strong southerly came and he was at the skinny wharf where we had
spent most of our time. The waves were crashing against and over the wharf
and he knew he couldn’t stay there, so he radioed Marine Rescue and said if
they didn’t hear from him in 10 minutes he will be on the rocks. He motored
out full throttle and gradually got clear of the wharf and the rocks, but I could
see that he had been quite shaken by the experience.
We had a problem with a fridge. Not the one which is easy to get out on the
port side, it had to be the starboard side fridge which is built in. Nearly
impossible to get out as we found out. Our kitchen sink just sat in the bench
top neatly, but after having a few drops of water dripping off the bench into
the cupboard below, Tom decided to seal the sink in. He had done a very
good job of it and he practically had to destroy the bench top to get the sink
out before the fridge could be removed. After phone calls to WAECO it was
decided that the fridge had to come out right away and be taken to WAECO
for assessment. By 2.30pm it was out and Tom and Ken took it away in a taxi.
I sat down and surveyed the scene of devastation around the galley but
decided not to move anything until they got back.

Saturday 19th January 2013
We were woken about 3am this morning by what I thought was an argument
between father and son on the yacht “Cyrene” behind us. Tom and Ken got up
a little later to the sound of an outboard but I didn’t want them to interfere.
However, all was revealed after daylight when Tom went up to turn on the gas
for the tea and found our dinghy across the bay hooked up to a ladder (by the
damaged outboard leg), the oars floating in the Dock. How they got it out of
the crutches and into the water we simply cannot imagine! He retrieved one
oar and a kind gentleman passing helped him retrieve the other. Security have
been called and police to come.
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Next Meeting Tuesday 13th August
Guest speaker: John Diacopoulos
‘From Workboat to Day boat’

The police took a statement from Tom as to damage but unbeknown to us
Leon the owner of the yacht “Cyrene” was on board his yacht and saw most of
the event. Leon gave a good description and the police were also going to
look at CCTV of the area. There was also a car trashed nearby. The police had
their hands full this morning as there was a large fire in the city at a service
station.
Lots of people on the waterfront tonight. At 7.15pm, at least 2 hours of
daylight left, it feels like 4pm. I really love Tasmania. The climate suits me and
I feel at home here. Unfortunately, there is too much in Sydney to look after
and I am anxious about it. I am packed and ready to go tomorrow. Very
mixed feelings leaving Tom with so much happening here but he has family
and plenty of friends who know Lyndenne and are very helpful. Their
generosity has been overwhelming.

Sunday 20th January 2013
After breakfast Joe turned up and offered to take me to the airport so I
cancelled my shuttle booking.
My shuttle ride was waiting for me at Sydney airport and I arrived home safely.
A couple of huntsmen spiders greeted me in the house – not happy about
that. The garden was burnt to a crisp and the pool needed immediate
attention.
I’m home and I did it!!!
After the Wooden Boat Festival Tom and Joe spent 4 days at Port Davey
before Tom and his crew of Mori Flapan and Wayne Tyrrill came home. Not
ideal weather, but that’s another story.
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FOR SALE

‘LOLLIPOP’

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of
charge if the member’s name and phone no. appear.
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum
25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor,
see page 6 for details.

FOR SALE

18' clinker / carvel putt putt, has canvas dodger
with zip on tunnel tent to sleep 2. Motor is 2
cylinder, 4 stroke Hardman, runs well but has
issues $3500. Boat trailer in good condition to
suit $1200. Contact Chris 02 4476 3370 or
info@lyrebirdlodge.com

Unfinished project. 8.3M timber boat, draft 3'2"
beam approximately 9'2". ISUZU diesel engine
fully operational – Rego to Sept 2013
Built around the 1920S – Had a varied career
being used as a trawler, shop & day boat. She
was the much loved ‘SANTA BOAT’ at Berowra
for many years.
Since being moved off the water at Berowra
Waters, she has been sitting under cover at
Kurrajong whilst restoration was being
undertaken.

FREE

WoodenBoat / PassageMaker Magazines
WoodenBoat collection, continuous from May
1988 to recent, plus a few earlier.
PassageMaker, continuous from 2001 to recent.
FREE to someone willing to collect from my
place.
John Westlake, phone (02)9949 5912

FOR SALE

Diesel Marine motor, Yanmar YSE8G single
cylinder electric start, an oldie but a goldie,
starts easy and runs well.
$1700
Contact Chris 02 4476 3370 or
info@lyrebirdlodge.com

Work to date includes paint stripping, complete
replacement of port & starboard saloon walls,
water pump, new head on engine, upper deck
repairs & other works & alterations to numerous
to mention here.
$11,000
For more detailed information contact:
Di Sheehy - 0438 774 767

NOT FOR SALE – Pics from WwW Show

Twin Cylinder Blaxland, petrol two stroke marine
motor, had a lot of work done with new parts,
$2500
Contact Chris 02 4476 3370 or
info@lyrebirdlodge.com

FOR SALE

The 14’-6” putt putt launch still being built by
Phil Turvey, on display at the Working with
Wood Show.

The famous Wyn-Maree, ex prizewinning game
fisher now converted to comfortable motor
sailor
with
offshore
potential.
Superb
entertaining deck, comfortable accommodation.
$85,000 ONO.
Contact Kim Johnson, Castlecrag Marine,
02 9958 0425 or 0419 409 440.
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Tony Curtis
demonstrating
steaming &
roving on a 7’-6”
dinghy.

Our page 8 story ................
From David Pagano who exhibited the boat at the Working
with Wood Show.
Alfra was built in 1929 / 30 by the Towns brothers Eddie and Norman
for ALice & FRAnk Giles of Coal Point, Lake Macquarie.
The design “Sports Sedan Racer” is rumoured to have come out of a
1927 Popular Mechanics Magazine submitted by the famous
speedboat builder, Chris Craft.

Frank Giles, a Newcastle pharmacist, was a founding member of the
RMYC Toronto and raced Alfra every Saturday winning the Stuart
Doyle Cup and also the ‘32, ‘34 and ‘35 A Class Championships.
During World War II she was taken by the military and used by the
Brigadier as his personal launch.
After the war, Alfra was returned to the Giles family and in 1961 had
new diagonal planking glued over the Red Cedar. She also had her
original Universal Victory six racing engine replaced by a Clae Marine
Holden.
She was used on the lake by Frank’s son until the eighties when she
just got too worn out being retired to the family boat house.
In 2005, Alfra was donated to the Newcastle Maritime Museum. They
disposed of her in 2008 to a volunteer complete with the Universal
Victory engine. After several shipwrights told the volunteer she was
unrestorable, Alfra was subsequently sold to her current owner and
restorer, David Pagano.
The restoration of Alfra initially involved chiselling all the diagonal
planking glued over the original Red Cedar. Amazingly, this had
preserved the original timber.
All the copper fastenings as well as the stringers were corroded away
making the restoration challenging, but not impossible.
Alfra was completely dismantled and re-assembled using all
traditional methods. Over 2000 copper nails were replaced as well as
600 silicon bronze screws.
The bottom of the hull literally fell off and was completely replaced.
Around 90% of
the
original
timber
remains.
Another 1929
Universal
six
marine engine
has
been
sourced but it
is
in
poor
condition, the
cylinder block
being
corroded away.
New sections
of the block
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have been fabricated and welded in. Whilst doing research about the
engine, one has been found in Sweden.
To date, that is the only other one known in the world. It is surprising
as Universal in 1929 were the largest marine engine manufacturer in
the world employing 11,000 people.
During the restoration, my daughter, Bronte spent most of her time
with me assisting and basically having a good time. One day she
started to laugh. When questioned, she said “did you hear the ladies
laughing?” (I live on acreage with no one around)
Later that evening I questioned her about the ladies. Her response
were they were young and nice.
A couple of week’s later Frank Giles grandson told me that his
grandmother and Great Aunt always spent the afternoons chatting in
the boat.
Maybe Alfra’s resoration has resurrected more than the boat!

